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DULUTH -- A redesigned, larger and more modern stage will be ready for 

the UiYID Theateri s winter quarter production of iiThe Three Cuckoldsff l'-'ia.rch 2, 3, 

and 4 in the Old :Main Theater. 

Actually, the Theater 9 s associate directors Robert Renee and Fred Oller-

man have planned a rather complete renovation from the new stage to a re:flurbishing 

of the entire theater. 

The stage has been extended 10 feet, angled in from 27 feet across at 

the point where it joins the old stage to 20 feet wide just a few feet from the 

first row of seats. 

17We are making the changes for two basic reasons, H said Ollerman, an in-

structor i n speech. ·1v1t will bring the audience into closer relationship with the 

players and will provide a larger platform for our productions.n 

Ollerrnan, who is directing HThe Three Cuckolds,vv will not use the pertio1. 

of the stage beyond the proscenium (stage opening). However, Renee will utilize 

the full depth of the stage during spring quarter in directing French dramatist 

Jlndre Obey' s rvNoah, If a modern version of the flood. 

One row of seats had to be removed and others are being rearranged for 

better proximity to the new stage. Broken seats and those with tnrn cushioning 

are being repaired. 

The old proscenium arch is being masked over and the entrances at stage 

right and left have been redesigned to provide better privacy for players waiting 

in the wings. 

Eventually, the entire Theater will be r epainted. Ollerman said it will 

be finished in three shades of brown with the stage floor the darkest and the walls 

the lightest. 



Another row of lights will be installed to illuminate the extended por-

tion of the stage; to facilitate blackouts, the windows about the theater will be 

taken out and bricked up this summer. 

Originally an anonymous scenario , 11 The Three Cuckolds" is a highly 

charged comedy. It's setting is 17th century Italy and involves a rogue named 

Arlecchino who is in constant search of food and romance. 
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